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Abstract: Since proposed, LDA have been successfully used in modeling text documents. So far, words are the common
features to induce latent topic, which are later used in document representation. Observation on documents
indicates that the polysemous words can make the latent topics less discriminative, resulting in less accurate
document representation. We thus argue that the semantically deterministic word senses can improve quality
of the latent topics. In this work, we proposes a series of word sense aware LDA models which use word sense
as an extra latent variable in topic induction. Preliminary experiments on document clustering on benchmark
datasets show that word sense can indeed improve topic modeling.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
(Blei et al., 2003) has been proved an effective topic
model for information retrieval (Dietz et al., 2007;
Wang et al., 2007). So far, words are the common
features to induce latent topic, which are later used in
document representation. Observation on documents
indicates that the polysemous words can make the la-
tent topics less discriminative, resulting in less accu-
rate document representation. For example, we all
know thatapple refers a kind of fruit in some cases
but a computer company in other contexts. In the la-
tent topics induced by LDA, the word feature ”apple”
is assigned to different topics with different probabil-
ity. It is unknown which word sense plays a key role
in these assignment: the fruit or the company? Our
intuition is that topic models with ambiguous words
can be less precise than that with word senses.

An empirical study has been conducted to con-
firm this intuition. With the word-topic probability
matrix produced by LDA, we calculate average prob-
ability within the top N topics (avgpr@N) as follows.
For each word, the topics that a wordw is associ-
ated are ranked according to the probabilityp(z|w)1.

1p(z|w) can be calculated with p(z|w) ∝
p(w|z)Σp(z|d)p(d) where p(w|z) and p(z|d) are pa-
rameters of the model thus can be estimated while we
estimatep(d) to be the proportion of ds document length to
the length of the entire document collection .

argpr@N is calculated by averaging the probabilities
p(z|w) of all words on the top N topics. For each
word sense, we calculateargpr@N based onp(z|s) .
We use the senses in the last iteration of SLDA mod-
els(e.g. 2200) and the topics inferred by these word
senses. We run the classic word based LDA and a
word sense aware LDA (SLDA) proposed in this work
on the same dataset (i.e.,Reuters) and calculated the
avgpr@N values with differentN. The curve are pre-
sented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Word-topic distribution in LDA and sense-topic 
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Figure 1: Word-topic distribution in LDA vs. sense-topic
distribution in SLDA onReutersdataset.

From Figure 1, we find the curve for sense-topic
distribution is sharper than that for word-topic distri-
bution. This indicates that word senses are more dis-
criminative than words. This confirms with us that
word sense can improve the LDA topic model. We
argue that the semantically deterministic word senses
can improve quality of the latent topics.

In this work, we proposes two word sense aware
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LDA models which use word sense as an extra latent
variable in topic induction. The first SLDA model is
standalone SLDA (SA-SLDA), in which word senses
are first induced from a development dataset and then
replace words in LDA. The second SLDA model is
collaborative SLDA (CO-SLDA), in which the topic
assigned to a word has a positive feedback on word
sense induction. Preliminary experiments on doc-
ument clustering on benchmark datasets show that
word sense can indeed improve topic modeling.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we elaborate the word sense aware LDA
models. In Section 3, we present the experiments and
discussions. We summarize related work in Section 4,
and conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 WORD SENSE AWARE LDA
MODELS

The classic LDA assigns each word in the document
a topic and consider the surface words as the basic
granularity for a document. Alternatively, our model
emits a sense for each surface word and assigns each
sense a topic. Therefore, the basic granularity for our
model is the word sense. To address this motivation,
we introduce a latent variable of word sense and in-
duce it from the observed surface words. We design
two approaches to implement this purpose as follows:

• Standalone SLDA (SA-SLDA): We isolate the
Word Sense Induction (WSI) process as a stan-
dalone step. With the induced word sense in hand,
we perform the word sense based LDA for docu-
ment clustering.

• Collaborative SLDA (PCo-SLDA): We identify
the generative story as two iteratively interchange-
able steps. Given an observed topic, we generate
the word sense from the topic. Given an observed
word sense, we generate the topic for each word
sense, where the word sense is a point estimate
from the mode of the distribution.

We describe all our models in two perspectives.
First, we perform word sense induction (WSI) on each
word. Second, documents are represented (DR) as a
collection of word senses, which are then used to infer
topics. For presentation convenience, we first brief
the classic LDA model (Blei et al., 2003).

2.1 The LDA Model

GivenD documents andW word types, the generative
story for LDA with Z topics is as follows:

1. For each topicz:

(a) chooseφz ∼ Dir (β).
2. For each documentdi :

(a) chooseθdi ∼ Dir (α).
(b) for each wordwi j in documentdi :

i. choose topiczi j ∼ Mult(θdi ).
ii. choose wordwi j ∼ Mult(φzi j ).

wheredi refers toi-th document in the corpus;wi j
refers toj-th word in documentdi ; zi j refers to the
topic that wordwi j is assigned;α andβ are hyper-
parameters of the model;φzi j and θdi are per topic
word distributions and per document topic distribu-
tions respectively which are drawn from Dirichlet dis-
tributions.

For inference, Collapsed Gibb Sampling (Griffiths
and Steyvers, 2004) is widely used to estimate the
posterior distribution for latent variables in LDA. In
this procedure, the distribution of a topic for the word
wi j = w based on values of other data is computed as
follows.

P(zi j = z|z−i j ,wz−i j ,wz−i j ,w) ∝
ndi
−i j ,z+α

ndi
−i j +Zα

×
nw
−i j ,z+β

n−i j ,z+Wβ
(1)

In Equation 1ndi
−i j ,z is the number of words that

are assigned topicz in documentdi; nw
−i j ,z is the num-

ber of words (= w ) that are assigned topicz; ndi
−i j is

the total number of words in documentdi andn−i j ,z is
the total number of words assigned topicz. −i j in all
the above variables refers to excluding the count for
wordwi j .

2.2 SA-SLDA

In the SA-SLDA model, WSI and DR are considered
as standalone modules, where DR takes the output
(i.e., word senses) of WSI as input (see Figure 2).

sijα θdi zij

ZZZ
zβ

Ndi
D

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the SA-SLDA model.

2.2.1 WSI with HDP

In SA-SLDA, we follow (Yao and Van Durme, 2011)
to employ Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP)
(Teh et al., 2004) for word sense induction. HDP
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known as a nonparametric Bayesian method is often
considered to be advantageous over the parametric
methods like LDA, because LDA requires an exter-
nal input to specify the number of topics while HDP
does not. In our case, numbers of word senses differ
amongst different words. Therefore, we favor to em-
ploy HDP for WSI so that we can equip each word
with different number of senses according to their
contexts.

We perform HDP on each word. In this paper,
we define a word on which the WSI algorithm is per-
formed as a target word and words in the context of a
target word as context words of the target word. For
each contextvi j of the target wordw, the sensesi j
for each wordci j in vi j has a nonparametric priorGi j
which is sampled from a base distributionGw. H is
a Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameterε . The
context word distributionηs given a senses is gener-
ated fromH:ηs ∼ H.

Then we simply take mode sense in the sense dis-
tribution as the sense of the target word.

2.2.2 DR with Word Senses

As shown in Figure 2, we replace word with its word
sense in the gray plate. Then the formal procedure
of document representation in SA-SLDA is given as
follows:

1. For each topicz:

(a) chooseφz ∼ Dir (β).
2. For each documentdi:

(a) chooseθdi ∼ Dir (α).
(b) for each wordwi j in documentdi :

i. choose topiczi j ∼ Mult(θdi ).
ii. choose sensesi j ∼ Mult(φzi j ).

Similar to LDA, we also use Collapse Gibbs Sam-
pling (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004) to do inference
for SA-SLDA. In SA-SLDA, we replace the surface
words with the induced word senses. Therefore, the
topic inference is similar to the classic LDA, where
the condition probabilityP(zi j = z|z−i j ,sz−i j ,sz−i j ,s) is evaluated
by

P(zi j = z|z−i j ,sz−i j ,sz−i j ,s) ∝
ndi
−i j ,z+α

ndi
−i j +Zα

×
ns
−i j ,z+β

n−i j ,z+Sβ
(2)

In Equation.2,ns
−i j ,z is the number of senses with

senses that are assigned topicz , excluding the sense
of thej-th word;Sis the number of senses for the data
set.

2.3 CO-SLDA

Alternatively, word senses can be incorporated into
LDA in a collaborative manner. We are interested in
whether the topic assigned to a word has a positive
feedback on WSI, which then can be used to refine
the topic distribution. Inspired by this motivation, we
propose a Collaborative SLDA model which takes the
topics of senses from SLDA as the pseudo feedback
for WSI and iteratively infers both topics and word
senses. Specifically, we achieve a point estimate for
the target word in WSI and feed this estimated sense
to DR.

In this model, a three-level HDP algorithm is used
to capture the relationship between word senses and
topics of a target wordw (see Figure 3. In the three-
level HDP, for each word typew, we choose for each
topic a probability measureGwz which is drawn from
Dirichlet ProcessDP(ρw,Gw). For each wordwi j
in documentdi , given topiczi j = z, we useGwz as
the base probability measure for the context ofwi j
and draws its ownGi j from Dirichlet processGi j ∼
DP(κwz,Gwz). This means that wordw may have dif-
ferent sense distributions in different topics.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the SA-SLDA model.

We show the graphical presentation for CO-SLDA
in Figure 3. Ci j refers to the number of words in
the context windowv j for word wi j in documentdi .
The above dotted line shows the WSI process while
the below shows the DR process. Given observed
topics{zi j }, word senses{si j } are inferred in WSI.
Given observed senses{si j }, topics{zi j} are inferred
in DR. The two processes are interchangeably per-
formed. We provide the dashed arrows in Figure 4 to
connect{si j } and{zi j } that will change from hidden
to observable during the alternation of two processes.

The word sense induction process is as follows:

1. For each word typew:

(a) chooseGw ∼ DP(γw,H).

2. For each topicz:
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(a) chooseGwz∼ DP(ρw,Gw).

3. For each documentdi:

(a) each contextv j of wordwi j :
i. chooseGi j ∼ DP(κwz,Gwz).

(b) For each context wordck of target wordwi j :
i. chooses′i jk ∼ Gi j .

ii. chooseci jk ∼ Mult(ηsi jk ).

iii. set si j = argmaxsP(si j |Gi j ).

The document representation process is the same
as SA-SLDA. Intuitively, the CO-SLDA model is ad-
vantageous over the SA-SLDA model, because one
word may carry different senses in different topics
while in the same topic occurrences of one word often
refer to the same sense.

For inference, we interchangeably infer two
groups of hidden variables in CO-SLDA:

1. Given that the topic for each word sensezi j is ob-
served, we infer the sense distributionGi j in the
context window around a target word. This is
achieved through the same scheme as (Teh et al.,
2004). Then we estimatesi j for the target word as
sense with the highest probability inGi j .

2. Given that the word sensezi j is observed, we in-
fer the topiczi j for each word sense. This can be
achieved using the same inference scheme as SA-
SLDA.

3 EVALUATION

We use document clustering task to evaluate the accu-
racy of topics in our model.

3.1 Setup

Data Set
Three data sets used in our experiments are extracted
from the following two corpora.

1. TDT4: Following (Kong and Graff, 2005), we
use the English documents from TDT2002 and
TDT2003, i.e., TDT41 and TDT42.

2. Reuters: Documents are extracted from Reuters-
21578 (Lewis, 1997) with the most frequent 20
categories, i.e., Reuters20.

System Parameters
All hyper-parameters are tuned in the TDT42 dataset
and the same ones are applied on the other two
datasets as well. In all experiments, we let the Gibbs
sampler burn in for 2000 iterations and subsequently

take samples 20 iterations apart for another 200 itera-
tions.

As we isolate the WSI process from the document
representation process in SA-SLDA, we present the
parameters accordingly. (1) In the WSI step, we set
the HDP hyper-parametersγw, ρw, ε for every word
type to beγw ∼ Gamma(1, 0.001),ρw ∼ Gamma
(0.01, 0.028),ε=0.1; (2) In the Document represen-
tation step, we setα=1.5 andβ=0.1. The topic num-
ber is set as cluster number in each dataset. In sys-
tem CO-SLDA, (1) in the WSI step we set the hyper-
parametersγw, ρw, ε for every word type to beγw ∼
Gamma(8,0.1), ρw ∼ Gamma(5,1), κw ∼ Gamma
(0.1,0.028),ε=0.1; (2) in the DR step, we setα=1.5
andβ=0.1. In LDA, We setα=1.5,β=0.1. The topic
number is set to be equal to the cluster number in each
data set.
Evaluation Metrics
In the experiments, we intend to evaluate the proposed
topic models in document clustering task. Each topic
in the test dataset is considered as a cluster and each
document is clustered into the topic with the highest
probability. We adopt the evaluation criteria proposed
by (Steinbach et al., 2000). The calculation starts
from maximum F-measure of each cluster. The gen-
eral F-measure of a system is the micro-average of all
the F-measures of the system-generated clusters.

3.2 Results and Discussions

Experimental results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: F-measure values of the proposed models and the
baseline LDA model.

Medel TDT41 TDT42 Reuters20
LDA 0.744 0.867 0.496

SA-SLDA 0.792 0.870 0.512
CO-SLDA 0.825 0.874 0.597

According to the experimental results, we make
two important observations:

Firstly, SA-SLDA outperforms the LDA baseline
in all cases. This indicates that using word senses
rather than surface words improves the document
clustering results. The improvement ascribes to that
words in LDA are viewed as independent and iso-
lated strings, while in SA-SLDA they are facilitated
with more information of word sense according to the
context.

Secondly, CO-SLDA outperforms SA-SLDA in
all data sets. This indicates that the joint inference
process for topics of words and word senses makes a
positive impact for each other. Two reasons are wor-
thy of noting: (1) In common sense, instances of the
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same word type in different topics often have differ-
ent senses while instances in the same topic often re-
fer to the same thing. Since CO-SLDA can jointly
infer topics and word senses, instances of the same
word in the same topic are more likely to be assigned
the same sense while instances in different topics are
likely to be assigned differently. As a result, word
senses will be better identified. (2) Using topics as a
pseudo feedback will facilitate the target words with
topic-specific senses. For example, the wordelec-
tion only has one sense in general cases. However,
in the TDT42 data set, topics are labeled in a more
fine-grained perspective. For example, the following
two sentences are labeled to be from two different top-
ics as the countries of elections are different:Ilyescu
Wins Romanian Elections, Ghana Gets New Demo-
cratically Elected President. With the joint inference
of topic and sense, we can induce the wordelection
with two senses, i.e.,election#1andelection#2, re-
lated to the electing process in Romania and Ghana
respectively. By incorporating these topic-specific
senses,electionwith context wordRomaniais identi-
fied aselection#1and more likely to be assigned topic
z1 while election with context wordGhanais identi-
fied aselection#2and more likely to be assignedz2.

4 RELATED WORK

In Vector Space Model (VSM), it is assumed that
terms are independent of each other and the seman-
tic relations between terms are ignored.

Recently, models are proposed to represent docu-
ments in a semantic concept space using lexical on-
tologies, i.e. WordNet or Wikipedia (Hotho et al.,
2003; Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Huang and
Kuo, 2010). However, the lexical ontologies are diffi-
cult to be constructed and their coverage can be lim-
ited. In contrast, topic models are used as an alterna-
tive for discovering latent semantic space in corpora
based on the per topic word distribution. LDA (Blei
et al., 2003) as a classic topic model identifies top-
ics of documents by evaluating word co-occurrences.
Various topic models based on the LDA framework
have been developed (Wang et al., 2007). However,
those models all employ the surface word as the ba-
sic unit for document, which is lack of the word sense
interpretation for topics. Some work attempt to inte-
grate word semantics from lexical resources into topic
models (Boyd-Graber et al., 2007; Chemudugunta
et al., 2008; Guo and Diab, 2011). Alternatively, our
models are fully unsupervised and do not rely on any
external semantic resources, which will be extremely
applicable for resource poor languages and domains.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose to represent topics with dis-
tributions over word senses. In order to achieve this
purpose in a fully unsupervised manner without re-
lying on any external resources, we model the word
sense as a latent variable and induced it from corpora
via WSI. We design several models for this purpose.
Empirical results verify that the word senses induced
from corpora can facilitate the LDA model in doc-
ument clustering. Specifically, we find the joint in-
ference model (i.e., CO-SLDA) outperforms the stan-
dalone model (SA-SLDA) as they the estimation of
sense and topic can be collaboratively improved.

In future, we will extend the proposed topic mod-
els for the cross-lingual information retrieval tasks.
We believe that word senses induced from multilin-
gual documents will be helpful in cross-lingual topic
modeling.
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